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Analytial methods [8, 11, 3, 7℄ whih develop redued order approximations of full orderontrollers using trunation tehniques do not usually yield H2 optimal redued order ontrollers.In suh situations, parameter optimization approahes must be applied [1℄. The purpose of thisorrespondene is to develop methodologies to design redued order H2 optimal ontrollers thatsatisfy requirements on systems varianes. This involves a ombination of the trunation, parameteroptimization and weight seletion algorithms. A study on the variation of the varianes with respetto weight hanges in the H2 ost funtion for redued order ontrollers show greater variability andeven errati behaviour not seen in the variations orresponding to the LQG ontrollers. Thisillustrates the inreased diÆulty of hoosing the weights in the redued order variane onstrainedontrol design problem. Fortunately, however, the Fuzzy Algorithm of [2℄ whih was originallydeveloped for weight seletion in the full order ontrol design an still be used. This orrespondeneshows various ways in whih this algorithm an be used to hoose the weights in redued ordervariane onstrained ontrol design. In partiular three redued order shemes are employed andompared.The artile is organized as follows. Setion 2 desribes the design problem and formulates asolution in terms of H2 optimal ontrollers. Setion 3 develops three shemes for design reduedorder with variane onsiderations. Disussion of the performane of these approahes for an airraftexample is given in Setion 4. Setion 5 gives onluding remarks. In this artile R means the �eldof real numbers, and E is the expetation operator.2. Problem StatementConsider the linear time invariant system,_x(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) +D1w(t); (1)y(t) = Cx(t) +D2w(t); (2)z(t) = Ex(t); (3)where x 2 Rn is the state vetor, u 2 Rm is the ontrol input vetor, y 2 Rp is the noise orruptedmeasurement vetor, z 2 Rq is the output performane vetor, and w is a white Gaussian noisevetor with zero mean and unit ovariane. It is assumed that (A;B) is stabilizable, (A;C) isdetetable, and D2 is full row rank suh that D2DT2 > 0. The redued order variane onstrainedontrol design problem is to design an nth order ontroller (n < n),_x(t) = Ax(t) +By(t); (4)u(t) = �Cx(t); (5)suh that the the resulting losed loop system satis�es the onstraints,limt!1E �z2i (t)� � �2i ; i = 1; 2; � � � ; q; (6)limt!1E �u2j(t)� � �2j ; j = 1; 2; � � � ;m: (7)A solution to the above problem will be approahed by designing an H2 optimal redued order1



ontroller. In partiular, it is desired to �nd diagonal weighting matriesWz = diag(�z;1; �z;1; � � � ; �z;q); �z;i � 0; i = 1; 2; � � � ; q; (8)Wu = diag(�u;1; �u;1; � � � ; �u;m); �u;j > 0; j = 1; 2; � � � ;m; (9)and determine the ontroller matries A 2 Rn�n ; B 2 Rn�q; and C 2 Rm�n suh that theredued order ontroller that optimizes the ost funtionalJ(A; B; C) = limt!1E �z(t)TQzz(t)�+ limt!1E �u(t)TQuu(t)� ; (10)where Qz =W Tz Wz and Qu =W Tu Wu, also satis�es the variane onstraints (6) and (7).3. Fuzzy Weight Seletion Shemes for H2 Optimal Re-dued Order Variane Constrained Control DesignThis setion desribes the appliation of the fuzzy weight seletion algorithm [2℄, originallydeveloped for full order variane onstrained design. This algorithm requires the system varianesto have monotoniity behaviour relative to their orresponding weights. Optimality ensures thatH2 optimal redued order ontrollers also have this monotoniity behaviour; therefore the algorithman be applied. The redued order ontrol design is performed using both the modi�ed balanedtrunation method and the BFGS Quasi-Newton parameter optimization approah. The BFGSalgorithm is desribed in detail in [1℄.3.1. The Fuzzy Algorithm for Weight SeletionThis subsetion gives a brief desription the Fuzzy Algorithm for Weight Seletion (FAWS).Complete details are found in [2℄. The algorithm uses generalized parameters de�ned as follows:(1) Generalized weights: �i , (�z;i; i = 1; 2; � � � ; q;�u;i; i = q + 1; � � � ; q +m: (11)(2) Generalized varianes vi:vi , (limt!1E �z2i (t)� ; i = 1; 2; � � � ; q;limt!1E hu2i�q(t)i ; i = q + 1; � � � ; q +m: (12)(3) Generalized onstraints �i:�i , (�2i ; i = 1; 2; � � � ; q;�2i�q; i = q + 1; q + 2; � � � ; q +m: (13)2



Using these generalized variables the normalized variane deviation "i is de�ned as"i , vi � �i�vi ; i = 1; 2; � � � ; q +m; (14)where �vi is the orresponding variane when all weights are hosen equal to unity. The FAWShooses the weights f�igq+mi=1 to satisfy the system of nonlinear inequalities"i(�1; �2; � � � ; �q+m) � 0; i = 1; 2; � � � ; q +m: (15)The weight seletion in the FAWS is done iteratively aording to the value of "i and its sensitivityto weight hanges. The main steps of this algorithm are:1. Choose an initial set of the weights f�igq+mi=1 .2. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; q +m :{ Use the normalized variane deviations and approximations of the sensitivity to hoosea new set of weights suh that "i is approximately zero while "j is approximatelyunhanged 8j 6= i.3. Repeat the previous step until onvergene.3.2. Three Shemes for Redued Order Variane Constrained Con-trol DesignThe three shemes of solving the redued order variane onstrained ontrol design problemare now presented. They di�er either in the intialization of the weights or in the omputation ofredued order ontrollers.Sheme 1: Full Order Variane Constrained Control Design Followed by DiretRedued-Order Control DesignSTEP 1: Use the Fuzzy algorithm and LQG design to determine the weights W (0)z and W (0)u suhthat the variane onstraints are satis�ed with a full order ontroller.STEP 2: Use the modi�ed balaned trunation method to determine the orresponding reduedorder H2 ontroller.STEP 3: Using the weights obtained in STEP 1 and the ontroller of STEP 2 as initial values,iterate on:� parameter optimization; 3



� weight seletion using the Fuzzy Algorithm;until the variane onstraints are satis�ed.Note that in eah of the sub-steps of STEP 3 in sheme 1 above and sheme 2 below the valuesobtained in one iteration are used as initial values in the next iteration.Sheme 2: Diret Redued-Order Control Design Initialized by Unity WeightsSTEP 1: Use unity weights to ompute an LQG ontroller (whih does not neessarily satisfy thevariane onstraints).STEP 2: Use the modi�ed balaned trunation method to obtain a redued order ontroller.STEP 3: Starting with unity weights and the ontroller of STEP 2, iterate on:� parameter optimization;� weight seletion for variane onstraints using the Fuzzy Algorithm;until the variane onstraints are satis�ed.Sheme 3: Indiret Redued-Order Control Design Initialized by Unity WeightsSTEP 1: Start with unity weights.STEP 2: Determine an LQG ontroller (whih does not neessarily satisfy the variane on-straints).STEP 3: Use the modi�ed balaned trunation method to determine the orresponding reduedorder H2 ontrollerSTEP 4: Use the FAWS and the ontroller obtained in STEP 3 to hoose a new set of weightssuh that the variane deviations are minimized. If the variane onstraints are not satis�ed,then go to STEP 2The major iteration of eah sheme is that whih leads to the optimal redued order ontroller.Hene, STEP 3 is the major iteration for Shemes 1 and 2 while the major iteration for Sheme 3is the loop that ombines STEP 2 through to STEP 4. Therefore, every major iteration of sheme3 involves a full order ontroller.
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Table 1: Performane Weights Obtained by Using the Three Shemes for Di�erent ControllerOrders. Order 4 Order 5 Order 6Sheme 1 24 7:99959:99937:9995 35 24 7:52529:77217:8503 35 24 7:24069:53227:7038 35Sheme 2 24 7:99959:99937:9995 35 24 7:52519:77217:8503 35 24 7:24059:53227:7037 35Sheme 3 24 7:99909:98888:0172 35 24 7:51929:76107:8701 35 24 7:24059:53227:7037 35
4. A Numerial Example and Performane Compari-sonThis example onsiders the Navion airraft model of [5, 1℄. This is a MIMO system of order7 with two inputs and three outputs as shown by the system matries given in the Appendix.Controllers of order 4, 5 and 6 were designed using the three shemes, and their performane interms of onvergene times are ompared. All three shemes produed ontrollers that met theonstraints. Table 1 ompares the weights obtained by eah sheme when the output varianes areonstrained as limt!1E[z21(t)℄ � 0:4614;limt!1E[z22(t)℄ � 4:1128;limt!1E[z23(t)℄ � 6:0495:

9>>>>=>>>>; (16)As seen in Table 1, eah of these shemes produed almost the same weights. This indiatesthat for eah set of variane onstraints and ontroller order, the three shemes produe ontrollersthat are almost idential. The approximate time taken (in seonds) by eah sheme to onverge fordi�erent variane onstraints is shown in Tables 2 and 3. It an be seen that Sheme 1 tends to befaster than Shemes 2 and 3 whih have very similar onvergene times. This is antiipated beausethe major iteration (i.e., STEP 3) of Sheme 1 starts with a better initialization and the ost ofthis initialization is relatively inexpensive in omputational time. Therefore the major iteration ofSheme 1 takes fewer iterations than the orresponding major iterations in Sheme 2 and Sheme3. For all three shemes, it is noted that the onvergene rate does not show any lear relationshipwith the redution in order. 5



Table 2: Approximate Convergene Times (in seonds) of Eah Sheme for Di�erent Con-troller Orders and Variane Constraints on Outputs.O/P Variane Constr.[0:4614;4:1128;6:0495℄ [1:2536;8:3856;7:2003℄ [1:0319;6:2015;7:2221℄ [0:8734;8:5160;5:5790℄Sh. 1 215.99 208.37 26.83 26.06Sh. 2 371.67 384.89 161.58 164.78Odr 4 Sh. 3 351.34 366.43 166.66 173.38Sh. 1 492.23 178.42 35.79 34.27Sh. 2 496.61 323.98 113.47 113.80Odr 5 Sh. 3 485.14 304.64 110.86 113.30Sh. 1 423.47 186.82 33.88 35.26Sh. 2 467.80 428.55 161.35 164.51Odr 6 Sh. 3 479.73 415.33 180.34 169.32
Table 3: Approximate Convergene Times (in seonds) of Eah Sheme for Di�erent Con-troller Orders with Variane Constraints on all Inputs and Outputs.Variane ConstraintsInput Constr. [7:4629;0:3747℄ [9:2380;0:0575℄ [17:2730;0:0264℄ [21:3860;0:4820℄Output Constr. [3:9296;5:9751;18:3380℄ [1:7830;6:6417;15:3720℄ [1:6031;8:0492;9:3442℄ [0:8734;8:5160;5:5790℄Sh. 1 223.32 280.45 325.54 186.75Sh. 2 674.01 621.00 498.12 525.20Odr 4 Sh. 3 641.87 593.41 521.10 537.52Sh. 1 224.53 286.54 320.33 203.72Sh. 2 612.14 580.35 712.83 492.11Odr 5 Sh. 3 722.08 628.11 689.01 469.15Sh. 1 222.89 252.44 308.51 189.82Sh. 2 537.12 580.61 552.11 416.20Odr 6 Sh. 3 548.16 613.20 589.90 439.62
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5. ConlusionThis orrespondene has presented three shemes for designing redued order H2 optimal on-trollers that satisfy onstraints on system varianes. The shemes ombine the fuzzy weight se-letion algorithm, balaned trunation and/or parameter optimization algorithms. Although theseshemes yield very similar redued order ontrollers satisfying the variane onstraints, they havedi�erent onvergene rates. The sheme that uses parameters from the variane onstrained fullorder ontroller as initial parameters for its major iteration has a faster onvergene rate than othershemes. In general it is seen that the Fuzzy Weight Seletion Algorithm that was developed forfull order Variane Constrained LQG ontrol design problems, an also be used for redued ordervariane onstrained H2 optimal ontrol design.Referenes[1℄ E. G. Collins, Jr. and D. Sadhukhan. A Comparison of Desent and Continuation Algorithmsfor H2 Optimal Redued-Order Control Designs. Int. J. Control, 69(5):647{662, 1998.[2℄ E. G. Collins, Jr. and M. F. Selekwa. A Fuzzy Logi Approah to LQG Design with VarianeConstraints. IEEE Trans. Control Syst. Teh., 10(1):32{42, 2002.[3℄ C. De Villemagne and R. E. Skelton. Controller Redution Using Canonial Interations. IEEETrans. Auto.Cont., 33(8):740{750, August 1988.[4℄ C. Hsieh, R. E. Skelton, and F. M. Damra. Minimum Energy Controllers with InequalityConstraints on Output Varianes. 10:347{366, 1989.[5℄ U-L. Ly, A. E. Bryson, Jr, and R. E. Cannon. Design of Low Order Compensators UsingParameter Optimization. Automatia, 21(3):315{318, 1985.[6℄ P. M. M�akil�a, T. Westerlund, and H. T. Toivonen. Constrained Linear Quadrati GaussianControl with Proess Appliations. Automatia, 20(4):15{29, 1984.[7℄ D. C. MFarlane, K. Glover, and M. Vidyasagar. Redued-Order Controller Design UsingCoprime Fator Model Redution. IEEE Trans. Auto.Cont., AC-35(3):369{373, Marh 1990.[8℄ B. C. Moore. Prinipal Component Analysis in Linear Systems: Controllability, Observability,and Model Redution. IEEE Trans. Auto.Cont., AC-26(1):17{32, February 1981.[9℄ R. E. Skelton and M. DeLorenzo. Spae Struture Control Design by Variane Assignment.J. of Guidane, 8(4):454{462, July 1985.[10℄ H. T. Toivonen and P. M. M�akil�a. Computer Aided Design Proedure for Multiobjetive LQGControl Problems. Int. J. Control, 49(2):655{666, 1989.[11℄ A. Yousu� and R. E. Skelton. A Note on Balaned Controller Redution. IEEE Trans.Auto.Cont., AC-29(3):254{257, Marh 1984.7



[12℄ G. Zhu, M. A. Rotea, and R. E. Skelton. A Convergent Algorithm for the Output CovarianeConstraint Control Problem. SIAM J. Cont. Optim., 35(1):341{361, January 1997.Appendix: System Matries for Navion Airraft
A = 2666666664

�0:045 0:036 0:0 �0:322 0:0 0:045 �0:036�0:37 �2:02 1:76 0:0 0:0 0:37 2:020:191 �3:96 �2:98 0:0 0:0 �0:191 3:960:0 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:00:0 �1:0 0:0 1:76 0:0 0:0 0:00:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 �0:482 0:00:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 �1:057
3777777775 ;

B = 2666666664
0:0 1:0�0:282 0:0�11:00 0:00:0 0:00:0 0:00:0 0:00:0 0:0

3777777775 ;
C = E = 24 1:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 �1:0 0:00:0 0:0 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 0:00:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 35 ;

D1 = 2666666664
0:01 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:00:0 0:23 0:0 0:0 0:00:1 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:00:0 3:1 0:0 0:0 0:00:25 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:00:0 1:3 0:0 0:0 0:00:0 0:15 0:0 0:0 0:0

3777777775 ;
D2 = 24 0:0 0:0 0:15 0:0 0:00:0 0:0 0:0 0:25 0:350:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:95 35 :
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